Introduction Static Induction Transistor (SIT) was invented in L97I'-' , idea of multichannel field control transistor, including forward gate bias, had been published in lsso(2) followed by shockley in 1952 as analog transistor(3).
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As a result of the reduction of the series channel resistance R" of the field effect transistor CFET) r the V-I character changes into the exponential from the saturating(4'5't. This also ascertained that the saturation character appeared based on the negative feedback action through R". Therefore, the FET is rather extrinsic transistor including excess feedback resistance connected in series with SIT, which is thought rather as intrinsic.
The r,rain normal mod.e of SIT is in pinched-off condition, therefore the main mode of SIT starts fron the cut-off in usual V-I character of the FET, which means IO= 0.
And with the increase of the drain voltage, pinched-off barrier is lowered by the static induction from drain, increasing the flowing drain current.
If compared with bipolar transistor (BPT), forward operational mod"(2) of SIT (once it was named as BPT *od"(6)) corresponds to BPT, horirever, the height of the pinched-off barrier is lowered by the static induction not through resistor with forward gate voltage, contradicting to the BPT which controls the potential of the base layer through base resistance. Moreover, the storage effect is extremely srnaller in SIT than in BPT, because of the very high resistance of the injection controlling point, which is named as intrinsic Aate point analogous to intrinsic base. The storage effect in intrinsic Aate point is extremely small compared to that in base layer, because of the effectively very thin base as can be imagined as Fig.2 . This virtual base structure can be estimated from the V-I character in forward mode shown in Fig.3 , which suggests saturation type transistors also can be replaced by SIT. Inverted SIT Another advantages of SIT are the many possibilities of settingr vertical, inverted or lateral, wj.thout lowering the current transport factor, which also makes isolation much easier.
The current from source is sgueezed, into drain because of formed by the diffusion potential by surrounding gate region. SIT 
